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Abstract 
Fields is an exploration into the use of mobile 
technology as a medium for live sound diffusion. 
Presented as a digital system and bespoke composition, 
we hope for this piece to open up new paradigms within 
musical performance and sound spatialization. Through 
adopting an artistic-led, creative approach we allowed 
for the technical aspects of the system and the sound 
design to be directly informed by each other. In this 

work we attempt to show the potential for 
technologically supported communal listening 
experiences through the exploration of new aural 
contexts. 
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Introduction 
Fields introduces a new approach to networked 
performance, exploring areas of musical composition 
and audience participation through the use of mobile 
technology as a method for sound spatialization. The 
project is an interdisciplinary collaboration between 
software developer and musician Sébastien Piquemal 
and sound artist and researcher Tim Shaw. Fields 
stems from a desire to reconfigure the audience-
performer relationship, and encourage shared listening 
experiences within alternative performance structures. 
The piece was premiered at Club Transmediale‘s (CTM) 
Musicmakers Hacklab in Berlin, and has since been 
performed in Helsinki, Finland, Athens, Greece and 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK. 
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Figure 1. Participants at a Performance of Fields 
 
Design Process 
Using our past experience as musicians and 
performers, we approached the project through a self-
design process, often referred to in HCI literature as 
‘autobiographical design’. [3] Our research and 
development was conducted as artistic research. As we 
are simultaneously the designers and the performers of 
the project it made sense to build the system with our 
needs and desires in mind as well as also expanding on 
our past experience using commercial digital music 
making tools. This Use-It-Yourself [3] method is central 
to our practice as researchers in terms of building 
unique music making and performance tools (see [1]).  

An open-source web-based sound diffusion 
system 
The composition has directly informed the development 
of this new performance system. The highly modular 
and hackable instrument is available as an open source 

project.1 In doing this we hope for other musicians, 
artists and composers to experiment performing with it. 

Built using entirely web-based technologies, this 
system provides unique approach to sound 
spatialization. The stack includes Node.js for the server, 
Web Audio API to generate sounds, and WebSocket for 
the communication and control of all the connected 
devices during the performance. The use of web 
technologies is paramount to allowing a casual 
performance, with an unprepared audience. Everything 
runs in a browser, there is no app to install, and 
therefore the participation threshold is very low. 

Technical details 
Fields is deployed on a wireless network made using 
predominately web-based technologies. The system 
consists of three main parts: 

§ The audience web page: Loaded on the devices 
by the audience members, this page contains a variety 
of audio playback ‘instruments’ (sample player, looper, 
granulator) implemented using JavaScript and Web 
Audio API. The page doesn't offer any control on those 
instruments, and from the point of view of the 
audience, this page ‘just plays sounds’.  

§ The control panel web page: (see fig. 4) This 
allows the performers to control in real-time the 
instruments loaded on the devices. There is a separate 
panel for each instrument, and each panel offers a 
number of parameters for that instrument. Each 
instrument is implemented with a number of controls, 
which, at its simplest, is an on/off button and a volume 
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control. More complex instrument controls made use of 
buttons, sliders, XY axes and envelope drawers. 

 
Figure 2. Screen Shot of the Control Page 

§ The server: The centralised network that serves 
the two web pages as described above and handles the 
communication between the instruments and the 
performers controls. (See Figure 3) 
 

A Shared Listening Experience 
Historically, in western culture, attending a concert has 
been the dominant context for live music listening. This 
tradition is largely codified; there tends to be a clear 
separation between stage and audience, with the focus 
on the performers, who are sometimes elevated, 
physically and culturally, to superhuman status. 
However, outside of western culture there exist many 
alternative forms of music performance, one illustration 
can be found in some indigenous societies where live 
music is fully embedded into everyday life (for one 
example see [2]). 

Our performance system provides an alternative to this 
tradition, audience members can join in by simply 
connecting to a specially designed website with their 
mobile phone, laptop or tablet. The connected devices 
become an array of speakers which we, the performers 
can control live, resulting in an omni-directional sonic 
experience. Rather than an even spread of sound, small 
pockets of sound are co-located within the space. The 
composition consists of field recordings and a variety of 
digital synthesis techniques.  

If the performance environment allows, the performers 
can sit among the audience. In this intimate setup, we 
attempt to show the potential for enhancement of 
communal listening through exploration of new, 
technologically supported aural contexts.  

 
Figure 3. The servers communication flow for Fields 
 
Audience Engagement 
By reconfiguring the performer-audience relationship, 
allowing participants to access the composition through 
handheld devices, we grant audience members a 
unique involvement within the performance. In past 
performances audience members have reported feeling 
‘very engaged in the work’ and ‘liberated as listeners’. 
A natural playfulness arises; through this we hope to 
create a shared and intimate environment for music 
listening. Enhancing the Social through the Sonic. 
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